Date: March 9, 2014
Time: 12.00 - 17.00
Venue: The WoolWench House
Groen van Prinstererstraat 36,
3762 TT, Soest
Cost: €85 includes Dyes & fiber kit
Registration:
www.woolwench.com/workshop

WoolWench
DYEING SECRETS
Ever wondered how to get your kettle dyed yarns and fibers multicoloured without turning muddy? Or create lovely hand dyed colour blends in your spun skeins? This is the day we will experiment with colours and techniques, both kettle dyeing and ‘painting’ individual yarns and roving.

**PROGRAM**

Our program for the afternoon is based on fun with colour. We will start with identifying your colour preferences, doing some exercises to challenge your ‘usual’ choices and experimenting with new combinations.

We will experiment with dye techniques, I will share with you my own way of kettle dyeing multicoloured roving and skeins, keeping the intensity of the colour that you want. We will explore different ways of getting colour onto your fiber, including ‘splodge’ painting, tie-dyeing, and over-dyeing. After that we will look at the different methods for heat fixing your dyed fibers, and why I never use the microwave to do it. I will show you my preferred way to get great and consistent results in your dye fixing.

Numbers are limited so we will all have time and space to dye fiber using at least one or two different methods AND set our dyes ready to take home and dry.

If you have your own dye pot, please bring it with you!

Minimum attendees: 4. Max 6

**Payment to S.Brown (rekening 587191112) secures your place.**

**Register & more info at suzy@woolwench.com**
Included in your workshop fee are: my current colour range of Jacquard and Landscape dyes to play with, undyed Merino Roving, latex gloves, tools and dyeing equipment necessary to finish your dyeing projects on the day.

If you have a dye pot for kettle dyeing - please bring it too!

If you have any questions, message me on Facebook: www.facebook.com/woolwench�arns or use the contact page at www.woolwench.com

Any photos or colour inspiration ideas you would like to use in your yarns...

And I’ll make the coffee and cake!